
Muletown Disc Golf 
2018 Board of Directors Ballot 

11/06/2017 
 

***Only Select One Candidate per Office*** 
 

Executive Officer: 
 
___ John Dale 
 
Operations Officer: 
 
___ Drake Abernathy 
___ Steve Swann 
 
Treasurer: 
 
___ Jeremy Ary 
___ David Nelson 
___ James Sloan 
___ Darius Turrentine 
 
Information Officer: 
 
___ Doug Barrett 
___ Crissy Dale 
 
Events Manager: 
 
___ Chris Arant 
 

**Only Select One Ballot Measure Option** 
Please see the attached ballot measure addendum for ballot measure details. 

 
Clint’s 2nd Shot Eligibility for Ace Pot / CTP: 
 
___ OPTION 1 (Change the Rule - 1st AND 2nd Clint tee shots COUNT for Ace Pot/CTP) 
 
___ OPTION 2 (Keep the Current Rule - Only the first Clint tee shot is eligible for CTP/Ace Pot) 
 

 
 
 



Ballot Measure Addendum 
 

Ballot Measure - "Clint's" - 2nd shot eligibility for ace pot/CTP 
“Clint” or “Cali” in a doubles round as Muletown Disc Golf defines it is a player playing 
by themselves (typically because you have an odd number of players playing) that gets 
to throw a 2nd shot once per hole. Under our current club rules, the 2nd shot counts 
towards the player’s score but it DOES NOT qualify for ace pot or CTP. Only the 
player’s first shot counts for ace pot and CTP. Other clubs say that the 2nd shot 
COUNTS for the ace pot and CTP. There’s no wrong way to do it, but we need to make 
a decision as a club as to which way we want to go. 
 
OPTION 1 - Change the rule 
*** 1st AND 2nd shots COUNT for ace pot and ctp *** 
Playing “Clint” is rarely something players enjoy doing. The clint player can be at a 
significant disadvantage during the round playing without a partner. Players with a 
partner who throws second off the tee have several free opportunities during the round 
to “run for aces” or shoot without risk for a CTP when their partner places the first shot 
near the pin. Under the current rules, the Clint player never gets this luxury. Simply put, 
all shots taken from the player playing by themselves should COUNT for both score and 
ace pot/CTP 
 
OPTION 2 - Keep the current rule 
*** Only 1st shot counts for ace pot and ctp *** 
Players each pay $5 for an entry into the CTP and ace pot. During a normal round, they 
each have 18 chances for an ace and 3 chances for a CTP. The clint player should 
receive the same number of chances for ace pot and CTP as everyone else. By 
allowing the Clint player the option to take 2 shots from the tee, both counting for ace 
and CTP, you’re in effect giving them TWICE the chances vs everyone else which is 
unfair. Additionally, most people don’t like playing Clint, but if the Clint player wins cash, 
they get to keep the ENTIRE cash pot and don’t have to split their winnings with a 
partner. This more than offsets any disadvantage they had by having to play Clint. 
 


